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Bennington presents
unknown drama
a silent musical
the unknown

Book and Lyrics by Janet Allard
Music and Musical Direction by Shane Rettig
Conceived and developed by Janet Allard and Jean Randich
Directed by Jean Randich
Scenography and Video by Sue Rees
Lighting Design Kryssy Wright
Costume Design Hanny Aher and Natasha Heines
Stage Manager Jess Carr

Characters

Fell: Ryan Nealon
Alonso: Rick Little
Master Carrion: Joel Garland
Joan: Meredith Honig and Hélène Lesterlin
Malibar Absolut: Josh McIntosh
The Ostracized Doctor: KJ Swanson
The Detective: Joel Garland
The Mitt Reader: Laura Wallace

The chorus of freaks and geeks
Joanna Rotkin, Amber Schermann, C. Victoria Root,
Vanessa Grasso, Tugce Kurtis, Ben Spencer

The Band

Organ and Piano: Shane Rettig
Percussion: Jesse Olsen
Bass: Tavo Carbone
Trumpet: Lorraine Brocker

About the Production & Cast

Assistant Directors Ramon Tejada, Adam Sussman
Light Board Operator Jess Carr
Light Hang Kryssy Wright, Monica Hubbard,
Jennette Lipiello and Ben Spencer
Carpenter Morgan Bender-DeMoll
Thanks to John Umphlett, Roger Mayer,
Gokcen Ergene, and Sue Jones

The Unknown is performed without an intermission.
Based on the 1927 MGM motion picture, The Unknown
Owned and Copyrighted by Turner Entertainment Co.
Distributed by Warner Bros.
The Unknown has been developed in a series of workshops sponsored by PAGE SEVENTY-THREE PRODUCTIONS.
P73 and The Unknown received a 2002 Jonathan Larson Foundation Grant.